Lotus Fabrics Launches New Website Featuring Fabulous Batik and Hand
Dyed Fabrics
Quilters now have a plethora of quilting choices online with Lotus Fabrics’ new website

Bolwarra Heights, NSW (13-Nov-2012) – There’s now a new quilters’ paradise online thanks to the launch of Lotus Fabrics’ new website,
www.lotusfabrics.com.au. The new website offers a huge range of those hard to find hand dyed and batik fabrics for quilters as well as threads, batting
and books to inspire different styles and designs of quilts! Lotus Fabrics now also offers Judy Niemeyer patterns and kits.Lotus Fabrics supplies some
of the finest quilting fabrics around, including delicately hand-dyed fabrics in a myriad of colours. They also have bold and beautifully designed batiks
that will surely bring an exciting and exotic look to any quilt! Need some colourful inspiration to get you in the mood for some serious quilting fun?
Lotus Fabrics has a wide variety of bali pops and jelly rolls you can mix and match to give you endless quilting possibilities! Whether you’re on the
lookout for unique hand-dyed fabrics, large floral fabrics, threads, bali pops or jelly rolls, you’ll find it all at Lotus Fabrics. If you need any help choosing
the colours for your next project, Lotus Fabrics will be happy to help you there too.Purchasing quilting materials has never been easier or more
convenient with Lotus Fabrics’ new website. Simply click on the item you would like to purchase and as soon as the sale is processed, you need not
wait long until your purchases arrive at your door.Lotus Fabrics specialises in all things quilt related, and will be more than happy to supply you with all
of your quilting needs. You can visit them online at www.lotusfabrics.com.au or drop by their shop for tea with your quilting group. The dedicated
people behind Lotus Fabrics simply want to continue making quilting a joy to do and a wonderful avenue for many to express their creativity. They will
make sure you always have the guidance and the materials you need to finish your quilt.

###About Lotus

FabricsLotus Fabrics is a specialist supplier of Batik and hand dyed fabric for quilting, threads and batting. They also supply Judy Niemeyer patterns,
creative quilting books, fabric bundles and other quilting supplies. Contact Information:Louise Brown-Thomas 12 Centenary Close, Bolwarra Heights
NSW 2320Phone: (02) 4930 1182E-mail: louise@lotusfabrics.com.au Website: www.lotusfabrics.com.au

